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lllpall6ep 10, E17 · ll806 
KoMM)'TaTopnaR u aHTUKOMMyTaTopnaR ¢ynKUHR fpuna e Teopuu 
HeynopRLIO'IeHHblX CUUHOBblX CUCTeM 

06Cy)KlleHO npUMeHeHHe KOMMYTSTOpHol! (K<t>r) H 8HTHKOMMyT8TOpHol! 
¢yHKUHH fpuna (A<t>r) nnR neynop~no'lennol! Monenu fel!aen6epra c ¢nyK
TyupyJOmHMH 06MeHHbiMU UHTerpanaMH Jii HnH nOKSnbHbiMH UOnRMH Ji

1
. 

Ha ocnoee K<t>r uno A<t>fH e onunaKoeoM npu6nu)Kenuu nnR cTpyKTypnoro ycpenne
HHll nony'leH&I peaynhTSTbi B npu6nu)KeHHH T R6nuKoea, paanuua e KOTOp&IX o6ycno&
:nena pa3nH'!UeM B anre6paH'IeCKOl! CTpyKType ypSBHeHHll llBH>KeHUll, npu 3TOM 

. TO'IHOCTb CLtenaHHOrO npu6nun<eHHSI cymeCTBeHHO 38BHCHT OT X8pSKTepa CURHo-
BblX COCTOSIHHA. B cny'lae pacnpe.lleneHHSI nopenua eenH'IHH ! ij HnH Hi • 
B KOTOpblX CUUHOBble COCTOSIHUH UpR HH3KHX 3HeprRSIX nOKBnR30B8Hbl, K<t>f He 
pa6oTaeT e LISHHOM npu6nu)Kennn, no A<t>r npneonnT K ¢nau'let-KHM paayMHbiM 
peaynhT8T8M 0 KOTOpbie OUUCbiBSIOT HOBbll!- BH.Il SMOpt!Jnoro t!JeppOM8rHeTR3M8 
(A<t>M). TaKoA A<t>M xapaKTepuayeTcll nenac&Imennol! naMarnn'lennocTbJO 
BCne,llCTBHe 38MOpO)KeHHbiX UOK8nH30B8HHbiX MSrHOHOB, 06cylKil8eTCll B03MOlK
HOCTb cymecTeoeanull Jlpyroro A<t>M c nenacbimenuol! naMarnu'lennocTbJO, 
HO O.llHOpOllHOA CUH!IOBOll CTpyKTypol! B cuny KOnneKTUBH3RpOB8HHbiX uyneewx 
KOne6annA • .fins npu6naJKennoro onucanull aToro A<t>M 6onee nonxonuT K<t>r. 

( Pa60T8 Bwnonneua B na6opaTopuu TeopeTU'IeCKOI'l ¢u3UKU OI-HH1. 

OpenpeRT 06~>eAHReHuoro HRCTHTyTa MepRbiX HCcnenoaaHHA. Dy6aa 1978 

Schreiber J, E17 · 11806 
Commutator and Anticommutator Green Functions 
in the 'I'heory of Disordered Spin Systems 

For the Heisenberg model with random exchange integrals JiJ 
or local fields Hi the app~ication of the commutator (CGF) and anti
commutator Green function (AGF) is discussed, Because of the 
different algebraic structure of both Green functions the 'l'jablikov
decoupling procedure and an approximated structure averaging yield 
different results, For a Lorentzian distribution of J ij and II 1 , where 
the low energy excitations are localized, the density of states, the 
magnetizations, the susceptibility and the specific heat are inves
tigated by the AGF. '!'he CGF fails to work in this case which is 
adequate for amorphous unsaturated ferromagnets (FM) with an 
inhomogeneous spin structure. We have also discussed the opposite 
case of an amorphous unsaturated FM in which the spin structure 
is homogenized due to extended zero-point fluctuations, '!'he CGF 
appropriatly describe this FM while the approximate results of the 
AG F describe inadequate. 

'!'he investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 

Preprint of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1978 

I. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Amorphous and disordered crystalline magnetic sys
tems, in the last time intensively investigated by rather 
different experimentae 1- 4 •61 and theoreticalmethods2

•5 •
6

; 

have several unusual and interesting dynamic and thermo
dynamic features. The loss of translational symmetry, 
caused by microscopic potential fluctuations or topologi
cal disorder can lead to the existence of new magnetic 
structures, to complicated spin excitations, and hence to 
motivated thermodynamic behaviour of the magnetic 
system. 

As we have learned from the investigation of elect
rons in a random one- particle potential a qualitatively 
new feature of disordered systems is the possible co
existence of collective extended and localized states 17

-
91 

where the relation between them can be altered changing 
the disorder strength. In the language of Green func
tions (GF) localiz9e_p

1
1ftes can be determined by isolated 

pole-singularities . However, in the averaged GF 
the isolated pole becomes smeared out 1111 so that, e.g., 
in the averaged density of one-particle states (DS) the 
localized states are not in general separated from the 
extended one by an energy gap but they come together 
at the mobility edge with a finite DS 18 •9(With the help 
of such a concept a lot of experimental data of amorphous 
semiconductors can be explained18 

•
9 

•
12 1

, although a quan-
titative theoretical approach to this problem is quite 
difficult. 

The avidence of a large density of localized spin 
states, coexisting with propagating spin waves, was for 
the first time found by inelastic neutron scattering 1131 in 
disordered magnetic systems KCox Mnt-x Fa and 
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Cox Mnt-x F 2 . Although some theoretical investigations 
along this line were carried out/ 14 •151, the problem of lo
calization of spin excitations is essentially open, since 
the many body effects can substantially influence the so 
far considered one-particle behaviour. On the other 
hand it is obvious that the final thermodynamical beha
viour of the spin systems can essentially depend on the 
character of the spin excitations. For instance certain 
kind of low energy excitations causes characteristic low 
temperature behaviour~ e.g., ferromagnetic spin waves 
yield the Bloch T31 -law while the localized excita
tions in the Ising model are connected with an exponential 
T -dependence. A qualitative description of the different 
possible thermodynamical behaviours can be got by an 
approximated treatment of the many body problem, e.g., 
in the Heisenberg model, incorporating immediately the 
different character of the excited states. Then by com
paring with the real situation one can get indirectly some 
information about the kind of spin excitations. Further
more, a breakdown of an approximate changing the dis
order strength is perhaps connected with an essential 
change in the character of spin excitations rather than 
with a breakdown of the long-range order. It is the aim 
of this paper to discuss just in the above sense the theory 
of disordered Heisenberg systems based on the method 
of double-time Green functions '16-18'. In Section 2 it is 
pointed out that because of the different algebraic struc
tures of the commutator GF(CGF) and anticommutator 
GF(AGF), approximated results of both GF may not coin
cide. For the Heisenberg model with fluctuating exchange 
integrals J ij and local fields Hi this circumstance 
is analyzed (Section 3) on the basis of the random phase 
approximation (RPA)117 :when approximating the structure 
averaged product of GF 's by the product of the averaged 
GF 's it is shown that: i)The CGF does not yield correct re
sults if the low lying excitations about the ground state 
are localized in space. The AGF, however, works quite 
well just in this case. ii) The AGF can fail to describe 
long range effects as, e.g., extended zero-point fluctua
tions in a ferromagnetic phase. Such effects can be 

4 
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incorporated using the CGF (cf. Sec . 5.2). The applica
tion of the AGF to the model case where either Jij or 
Hi fluctuate randomly according to a Lorentzian distri
bution function is presented in Section 4. These results 
describe a new thermodynamical behaviour of amorphous 
ferromagnetic systems for which the low lying excita
tions are localized in space rather than spin waves. Fi
nally (Sec. 5), in the light of the presented considerations 
we reexamine several existing theories of disordered 
spin systems and propose a qualitative phase diagram 
for amorphous magnets. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

The method of double-time GF
116

•
171 is a suitable tool 

for studying the dynamical and thermodynamical proper
ties of spin systems, where in general the CGF is 
used 117 • 18 ~ On the other hand, the application of the AGF 
would lead to the same results at least for exact calcu
lations. It is, however, necessary to point out that the 
algebraic structure of the AGF differs from that one 
of the CGF which has consequences for an approximated 
solution of the GF"s. To illustrate this fact let us consi
der the correlation function of two operators A and B 
for which we write down the spectral intensity I ~B (w) 
and IA

8
(w) obtained by the AGF and CGF, respectively, 

via the spectral representation 116
•
1

7
1 

. + + + + 
-
2
1 !G

8
-A(w+i0 )-GBA(w-iO )1, 

1 TT 

± 1 -/3Em -/3En 
IA8 (w)~-P.--!. <n\B\m><m\A\n>(e ±e )* 

ef-'w ± 1 n ,m 

* o (w- Em +En ), 
(1) 

<n I and En are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 
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considered Hamiltonian; the GF 's are defined as usu
al 1161: 

GfB (t-t ')=- W (t-t ')<[ A(t), l3(t ') ]± >=«A (t); B(t' )»± . 

Assuming that I AB (w) do not contain a o (w )-term, with
out any approximation I; B = I AB follows. The same holds 
if disorder is present. However, in an approximate so
lution for G i_B(w) this feature can be lost. For instance, 
due to the decoupling of the higher order GF or due to the 
approximate structure averaging of the sum in (1) it is 
possible that the factor 11 (e f3 w ± 1) will not be cancelled 
out as it is for the exact treatment. Then for (IJ-->0 I~B (w) 
would show a singular behaviour (I ;B (w _. 0) .... oo ) , while 
I A_B((u) can behave more or less correctly at w::: 0. We 

note that this difference of the CGD and AGF is tightly 
related to the circumstance that because of the algebraic 
structure poles at w =0 are allowed for the AGF, while 
for the CGF this is excluded doing exact derivations1191 

3. GREEN FUNCTIONS AND APPROXIMATIONS 

Disordered crystalline and amorphous magnetic sys
tems can commonly be described by a random Heizenberg 
lattice model 12

•51. The Hamiltonian is 

J{ ->-> z 
= -112 I J .. S. S. - I H. S. , (2) ij I J I J i I I 

where the spins (8=112) build a regular lattice, i.e., 
topological disorder is neglected, and the exchange in
tegrals Jij or local fields Hi fluctuate independently 
with definite probability distribution functions P (J .. ) and 
p '(Hi). IJ 

+ + - . . The GF 's a;-. =«Si ;Sj >i. satisfy the followmg equa-
tion of motion J -

(w-Hi)G~ (w)= A~oij +(1±1)Bji(1-oij )+ 

+ z - z + -+I J.nl«S.S~; S. »+ -«S.Sn ;S. »+ l, e IL I L J _ 1 L J _ 

(3) 

6 

'" 

where 
+ + - - z 

Ai =<[Si ,Si ]+> = 1, Ai =2<Si >, 

and Bji =<SjS1>. 
As an exact solution of this equation cannot be 

reached in general certain approximation must be done, 
where the difficulties to treat the disorder as well as the 
many body problem are of the same level. 

3.1. Tjablikov Decoupling 

The starting point for an approximation has to be an 
assumption about the ground state of the spin system. 
In the case J ij > 0 and Hi >0 a pure ferromagnetic state 
(all spins aligned) can be proposed. If , however, some 
Jij , Hi < 0 are permitted while the averaged values 
<Jij>c=fdJij P(Jij )Jij>O and <!Ii>c=fdHiP'(Hi)Hi~O.the 

magnetic ordering can be more complicated, e.g., an 
antiparallel spin alignment and even a noncollinear mag
netic structure can occur /4/. 

As a first step to describe the complicated magnetic 
ordering, let us assume a collinear spin-structure, i.e., 
<Siz> t. 0 and <S ~ >= 0. Later we will see whether the 
proposed magnetic state is stable or not within the con
sidered approximation. Then a powerful first order ap
proximation is the T jablikov decoupling or RP A 117 · 181 , 

where the higher order GF 's in Eq. (3) are decoupled 
in the following manner 

+ z - z + -«S. Sn; S. >> =<Sn >«S. ;S. >> 
It J± r I J ± (4) 

Eq. (3) may now be rewtitten in the form 

G~. (w)= G .. (w)A± +(1± 1) I G n (w)B.~ , 
IJ IJ J Et.j J[ JL 

(5a) 

z - z -
(w-H. -2J.n <Sn>)G

1 
.. (w)= o .. -2<8

1
. >J.nGn. (w). 

1 e 1r r J lJ e lL tJ 
(5b) 

<S~ > is self-consistency determined by the relation 
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< s z > = 1/2 - < s ~ s : > 
I I (6) 

and the correlation function B je is given by 

- + d w + + ( f3(d B.n=<S. Sn >=f -ImGo. (w-iO )/ e + 1). (7) Jl J r. rr lJ -

It is easy to check that in the ordered case the solutions 
of Eq. (5) for the CGF and the AGF yield the same self
consistent solution for <S: > and B je . The elementary 
excitations are then collective spin waves and, conse
quently, the magnetization or the specific treat show the 
Bloch T312 -law 117: The simplest kind of disorder is 
a single impurity in a ferromagnetic matrix. Besides 
spin waves also localized states outside the spin wave 
band can appear if the impurity potential exceeds a cri
tical value 1101 . The situation becomes more complicate 
when considering an antiferromagnetic coupled pair of 
impurity atoms in a ferromagnetic matrix 1101 In the 
general disordered case the character of spin excita
tions (or states) will be determined by the complicate 
interplay between the diagonal randomness (DR), appear
ing in the diagonal matrix element of Eq. (5b) Hi = 

=Hi + f Jie <Se >.and the off-diagonal randomness (ODR) 

in the off-diagonal matrix element <S ~ > Jij . For fluc
tuating J ij both kinds of disorder are present where 
the relation between ODR and DR depends on the inter
action radius r o . In the case of nearest-neighbour in
teractions the influence of ODR has a maximum while 
for r0 --~ the effect of ODR vanished. 

As G ij is determined by an equation which is analo
gous to that one for the GF of electrons in a random 
one particle potential, some results of the theory of 
electron localization 17- 9 •11 •20- 231 can be applied for 
further considerations. According to this, the disorder 
is at first reflected at the band edges where localized 
states appear separated from the extended one by a mo
bility edge we. For small randomness there are indi
cations 122 ·231 that due to ODR we may move initially 
inwards into the band while DR acts against this 1201 . 

a. 

~ 

However, for a sufficient large strength of disorder the 
opposite picture is obtained, i.e., we is the more shif
ted to the centre of the band the larger DR, and for cri
tical strength of DR all states become localized. With 
increasing ODR we eventually moves outwards leaving 
always a region of extended states around the middle 
of the band. The existing couplin~ of DR and ODR leads 
to an asymmetric shift of we 211 where the effect of 
randomness is smaller at the lower band edge ( w = 0). 

3.2. Approximate Structure Averaging 

Macroscopic, i.e., structure averaged quantities like 
the magnetization az liN l <S~ >=«S ~ » , can be ob-

i I I e + 
tained from the structure averaged G F <Gij> . From 
Eqs. (6), (7) it can be seen that in Eq. (5a) th~ first and 

second term contain products of GF Gij ,that structure 
average is hard to calculate. The same problem in ob
taining the conductivity of electrons in a random poten
tial18 ·91 . Let us here discuss the lowest order approxi
mation (LOA) to break off averaged products of GF neg
lecting the so-called vertex corrections: 

- + - + - -
<GijAj >e=<Gij>e<Aj- >e,<GipBje>e=<Gie >e<Bjf>e. (8) 

The LOA is fre1uentl~ applied dealing with disordered 
spin systems 12 ·5 • 8 ·24- 81 • where so far nobody has used 
(8) for the AGF. 

Although this approximation has a similar character 
for the CGF and AGF, the results can differ strongly from 
each other because of the different algebraic structure 
(see Eq. (5) and Sec. 2). 

1) If the structure fluctuations are small the LOA 
as the first order of a perturbation theory works quite 
well for the CG F and for the AG F. 

2) In the case where the excitations at w::; 0 are 
localized, i.e., DR is strong enough and DR >ODR, the 
LOA for the CGF is an inadequate approximation. Toil-
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lustrate this fact we investigate the extreme case Jij =0 
From the CGF one obtaines 

_ oij f3 Hi -1 
<G .. > =2a<--> ,a=(2fdHiP'(Hi)cth(--)). (9) 

IJ c w -Hi c 2 

The right result follows from the AGF: 

< G .~ > = < 
0 
ij > . a = 112 f d H . P '(II . ) th ( {3 H .!.. ) . 

IJ c W -Hi c I I 2 (10) 

If all Hi > 0 the error of Eq. (9) is only a quantitative 
one while for any admitted negative Hi the unphysical 
answer a>l/2 is obtained. We note that, of course, the 
exact treatment of the CGF leads to Eq. (10) for a. i.e., 
the local value of <Sf> must be considered to avoid a spu
rious singular behaviour of Gjj (w) at w =0. 

The same drawback of the CGF holds a!so for Jij .f,O 
if yet localized states (isolated poles in Gij (u;) ) at 
w ::; 0 exist. These states are connected with some lo
cal deviations of <S.z >. e.g., due to some local values 

I 
<8~>=0 a pole at w =0 would not appear. Furthermore, 

localized states at w< 0 can even lead to some <S~ > <0 
I so that the spectral intensity of <Sjst > always remains 

positive 1171
. However, in the LOA this feature would 

be lost and a spurious pole at w = 0 may occur. 
The AGF, on the other hand, is free of such difficul

ties in the present case. From Eq. (10) it follows that 
the LOA for the AGF works just the better the more the 
states of Gij (w) are localized. In other words, the 
strong local potential fluctuations provide an exponential 
decay of 6 ij (w) increasing the distance 1 i-j j1291 . Con
sequently, the second term in Eq. (5a) becomes less 
important, i.e., of second order, in comparison with 
the first one. Furthermore, the sum in the second term 
of Eq. (5a) can be regarded as a kind of averaging over 
the environment of i and j which can support the 
applications of the LOA for the AGF as well in cases 
where besides localized states also the extended spin 
wave dynamics takes place or the interaction is long 
ranged. 

In this sense the LOA for the AGF provides an in
terpolation scheme between the correctly treated li-

10 
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mits: i) the ordered case - only spin wave dynamics -
and ii) the case of strong local scattering - only strong 
localized states. Of course, in the same way as the RPA 
Curie-temperature, the LOA for the AGF yields only 
a crude picture for the middle of the two limits. As for 
the localized states, which spread to a finite extended 
region, the correlations between 6 if and B jf are of 
importance, the LOA can eventually suppress the appea
rance of localized states in G t ( w) at certain w. Conse
quently, some features of the system which straightfor
ward depend on the character of the states (see Sec. 4.1 
and 4.3) cannot be reproduced by the LOA. 

3) In systems where the states at w ~ 0 are exten
ded, i.e., for ODR strong enough, the LOA can be applied 
to the CG F but may fail for the AG F. Because of the large 
delocalization effect due to strong ODR one can expect 
that local spin deviations will extend to the whole sys
tem, i.e., <S~ > = a. However, because of the strong 
fluctuations the pure ferromagnetic state will not be the 
ground state. First of all the zero-point reduction of the 
magnetization can occur, i.e., a <as - the saturation 
magnetization. The mixed magnetic order will be essen
tially characterized by long range fluctuations and cor
relations. These long range effects have to be included 
especially in the second term of Eq. (5a) which can be 
of the same order as the first one. Using LOA for the 
AGF unphysical results, e.g., a> as , may then be ob
tained. Contrary to that the LOA for the CGF can cor
rectly account for the main effect of certain strong ODR 
as long as a> 0 (see Sec. 5.2). 

After the LOA in Eq. (5a) it remains to solve the ef
fective one-particle equation (5b) to get < Gij >c . This task 
is always yet very complicate as first of all the effective 
one particle potential contains the quantities <Sl >. At 
the first step of solving Eq. (5b) one therefore neglects the 
fluctuations in < Se > putting < s £ > =a . Then one can in
vestigate the stability of the ferromagnetic like along 
range order against J ij and Hi fluctuations. If one 
finds a stable solution a f, 0 in a self-consistent manner, 
a further minimization of the free energy would yield 
a relaxation of <Sf > and may be a change of a , which is 
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probably essential only in the critical region (a .... 0). The 
undergoing relaxation of <Sf > can cover two processes: 
i) A stabilization of the ordered phase caused by sof
tening of any sharp alterations of J ij and Hi in the 
effective one particle potential of Eq. (5b) due to collec
tive spin excitations in the ground state. ii) An increase 
of the localization tendency at places where localized 
states already exist for <Siz> =a. Then the magnetic or
dered phase can become more and more inhomogeneous. 

It is worth while to emphasize at this place that be
sides <S~ > fluctuations also many-body effects can 
substantially influence local relaxations or fluctuations 
of the order parameter. Consequently, both effects would 
have to be estimated at the same time. However, the so 
far developed theory of disordered system 1 18! is yet 
far away to study these corrections. In this sense one has 
to discuss the results of the proposed RPA-LOA as re
sults of a first order approximation. Maybe they can 
already describe some of the characteristic features 
of disordered magnets. Unfortunately it is not possible 
to estimate the errors more accurately 117 • 181 . These 
approximations will be investigated in detail for a simple 
model for which the remaining structure averaging <G.> 

IJ C can be performed exactly. 

4. A SIMPLE MODEL 
FOR AMORPHOUS FERROMAGNETS 

Here we consider two model cases where I : J ij and 
II: Hi are randomly distributed according to the Lo
rentzian distribution function. In the first case (I) DR 
and ODR are present. Such a kind of randomness is ty
pical for one component amorphous transition metals and 
amorphous transition metal-metalloids 13 ·41 . In the second 
case (II) only DR is considered which corresponds to 
systems where long range interactions or strong local 
varying anisotropy suppress ODR. Examples are dilute 
magnetic alloys and amorphous rare earth compounds 

12 
" 

and alloys 13 •4·6 •321 . We note that in this case one can 
incorporate even <S ~ > -fluctuations: 

- z 
IIi = Ho +A Hi ' \IIi = Hi + F J d ( < s e > -a). Ho=~J ·o a. e I[ 

temperature Then the distribution function P '(Hi ) has a 
dependent width I' (T). 

As has been shown recently 130
·
3

1/ the averaging 
of G ij in the above described approximation (Sec. 3.2) 
can be done analytically. After the integration < Gij "c may 
be obtained from Eq. (5b) by replacing in the case I: 
Jij •<Jii>c+iJ0 y and in the case II: Hi .... H 0 +iJ0 r 

where J0 y and J 0 I' are the widths of the distributions 
and J

0 
= ~ < J .o > The Fourier transform of <G .. > is 

f H C l.J C 

then given by 

I: 
- -1 
G,...(cu)x(w-aJ

0
(1-f,... )(1+iy )) 

k k 
- -1 
G .... ( cu) = ( cu - a J 

0 
( 1 - f .... ) - i J 

0 
r ) . 

k k 

(11) 

II: 

where 
C. = ~ < J o >c exp(ikR.o )/J 0 . 

k e It ll 

Defining the quasi DS (QDS) 

p • (ell) = .l.. Im G ( cu - i 0 +-) 
k 7T k (12) 

the LOA yields the following Fourier transform of the 
correlation function 

- f3 (J) 

B ,.,2afdwp .... (w)l(e -1) (13) 
I{ k 

based on the CG F, while with the AG F 

B .... =2ai3 ,.../(1-213 .... ), 
k k k 

(14) 

- {3w 
B,...=fdwp,...(w)l(e +1). 

k k 
(15) 

A typical feature of the QDS in both cases I and II is the 
infinite long tails as a consequence of the Lorentzian 
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distribution function. In application to more real situa
tions one has to cut off p,... (w) at certain energies uJ t , 

otherwise diverging initialk energy <d{»c occurs. It is of 
interest to note that in case I an asymmetric QDS results 
where even the state at w=O and k' =0 is undamped 131 ~ 

F:_or the considered model the localization of the states 
in G ij (w) was previously analysed within the analytical 
localization theory of Econoumon and Cohen1 11 •21 . Al
though exact data on the position of the mobility edges 
are missing there are strong indications that for y .;, 0 
and r ~0 the states at w :>:. 0 (and also at w ~ 2 J

0 
) be

come localized in both cases where for II the states 
even insides the band ( 0 < w < 2 J 0 ) can also localize 
increasing r . Therefore, according to the statements 
in the last section the results of the CGF should be 
incorrect. Indeed, the CGF fails to describe a stable 
(or physically reasonable) state with a;, 0 already for 
arbitrary small Y and I'. Earlier 13 1~ we have argued 
that in the case I the high part of negative Ji.i destroys 
the ferromagnetic order, i.e., a"" O.However, keeping 
in mind that the mean field approximation (MFA) leads 
to a I 0 for sufficiently small y or 1 1321

, it seems to be 
clear that this conclusion is wrong. Contrary to the 
CGF, the AGF yields results which are qualitatively 
expected and contain that one of the MFA putting as usual 
fit =0 in Eq. (11). Using Eqs. (6), (11) and (14) the magne

tization a is obtained from the following self-consistent 
equation 

a= ..l.. 1 -. 2 ..1~(1-23---r- 1 
N 1t k 

(16) 

A few words about quasi spin wave excitations which 
energy and damping can be ~etermined from the poles 
of G k (w ). In the case II all k -state~ are damped i~ the 
same way and the larger y the worse k -states descnbe 
the elementary excitations in the spin system. In the 
case II the small k-states are particular strongly damped 
so that for i{ ... 0 no spin waves can be observed 
while for k -vectors with a(1- f k )> r quasi spin waves 
can propagate for some time. The fact that the i{ .... o modes 

14 
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become damped is just the consequence of the existence 
of localized states at oJ ::::.0 which scatter the 1{ ... 0 spin 
wave excitation to all other 1{ .... (}-states. It may happen, 
the observed peculiarities of the inelastic neutron scat
tering at rare-earth-transition metal alloys1331 can be 
explained qualitatively on the basis of our model. 

4.1. Zero- Temperature Magnetization 
and Curie- Temperature 

At zero-temperatures T =0 the w -integration in 
Eq. (14) can be made analytically and a

0 
=a(T=O) is given 

by 

I: a 
0 

II: ao 

= j_ 1 
TT 

-~ ~ (arctn(sign (a 0 )ly + h r; <I a0 1 (1- r .... )y )))-
1 

N k k (17a) 

1 1 
TT 

----
1.. ~ (arctn((h

0
t-a (1-f-. ))/f'))-

1 

N ... L 0 k 
k 

(17b) 

where an external field He =J
0 
h r was taken into account. 

With increasing y or f'. a 0 decreases as more and 
more states at oJ< 0 appear. That means in localized 
regions spins are excited, and even antiparallel align
ment of some spins is possible. We want to call this type 
of ground state inhomogeneous unsaturated ferromagne
tism (IUFM). 

The cases I and II differ qualitatively as the damping 
of the k -states (see Eq. (11)) in the case I depends di
rectly on a while in the case II it does not. In the case I 
the effect of increasing disorder is weakened by decreas
ing a o and a 0 ... 0 only for y ... "". In contrast to that for 
case II a breakdown of the IU F M (a 

0 
= 0) is obtained 

if 1>1 =1/( ,w), W=l/N ~ (1-f_,)~l 
- c k k 
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The field dependence of a 0 is sketched in Fig. 1. 
In the ordered case ( y = 1 =0) the saturation magnetiza
tion as =1/2 is reached always for hp ~00 Furthermore, 
no hysteresis is observed as an infinitesimal negative 
he yields instability of the ferromagnet:!c phase with 
a 0 >0 against spin wave excitations with k .. o, i.e., the 
magnetization jumps to -as 0 

For y, r> 0 the excited states at 0 < o prevent the 
saturation and only for he , oo a 'as 0 Also, in this case 
Eqs. (17a and b) do not show hysteresis. Obviously, as 
well in this case quasi spin waves will be excited for 
he< 0 (a 0 > 0) and in the considered approximation 

th1s breaks the a 0 >0 solution. 
If, however, the states at (u ::

0 
0 (a 0 , 0) would be loca

lized (no spin waves), a sufficient small negative he 
would only lead to the excitation of localized states 
which do not destroy immediately the ferromagnetic 
phase a 0 > 0° In such a case hysteresis can occur. 

As we have mentioned above localized states at (,) ::. 0 
can just be expected in the case II. However, the LOA 
suppresses the appearance of such localized states in 
G~ (w), i.e, the LOA is unsufficient to describe hyste
resis (cf. Sec. 3.2). 

Let us here briefly discuss an opposite approximation. 
Supposing that in the case II for sufficient large I' 6 iP (co) 
and I3 Pi are nearly diagonal only with an exponential 
small off-diagonal perturbation, we propose to neglect 
the second term in Eq. (5a) as a second order effect * 
Then a 0 follows from the equation 

a 0 = _!_ _NL ~ arctn((h
0 

t-a
0
(1-f _..))/I~), 

" • r k k 
(18) 

which has a similar structure as the MF A-equation. The 
critical value I'c , for which a 0 =0, is here the same as 

---*-A-~t;;il~~-~~~~~;imation was done by Riess'341 de
veloping a second order theory for the AGF. In this 
approach the DS contains only discrete o -functions due 
to isolated localized states. 
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I 

I 

G0 (he) 

-!he/ h~ 
Fig. 1. Field dePendence of the zero-temperature mag
netization a 0 (he ) according to Eq. (17). ( ---) and 
(-- -) and to Eqo (18) (-.-. -)o Calculations were done 
for an elliPtic band f k 0 

in the MFA: I~ =11", u0 (h p) shows now the typical hyste
resis loop (Fig. 1). Consequently, in spite of the crude 
approximation one can site that localized states at uJ 2.-0 
may essentially influence the hysteresis behaviour of 
amorphous ferro magnets 13 ,35 1 . 

The Curie-temperature T c is determined from the 
condition a (T l 0 when assuming a second order phase 
transition. si'nce in the case I P.,K. (w) becomes a 8 -func
tion for (J • 0 (see Eqs. (11), ~12)), Tc does not depend 
on y and has the value: k 8 Tc /J 0 ~cli(4W)o That means 
the fluctuations of J1j , especially the presence of some 
negative T ii . reduce only a 0 ° This feature of the model 
system resembles the observations in amorphous Ni -

136 I samples (cf. · ), where a0 is reduced stronger than 
1' c in comparison with the crystalline values. A theo
retical explanation of this circumstance could also be 
given on the basis of a Stoner like theory 1361 . 

The opposite behaviour is obtained in the case II, 
where 

k 8 T c I J 0 = B (T c )/W 
f3x 

I~ 1 8 
·---

B(T)=-;fdx-x-2_+_i-2(8f3x t-1) 2 (19) 
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It can be shown that Tc -.0 if 1--.rc .The relative values 
ar = 2a0 and Tcr =4WTc are plotted in Fig. 2. 

1.0 

G r, Tc r 0.8 

0.6 

OL. 

02 

0.2 0.1. 0.6 0.8 1 0 

------ r j r, 
Fig. 2. Reduce d zero-temperature magnetization ur = 
=ao (r)/ a0 (0) and reduced Curie-temperature Tcr""T c (f')/Tc(O) 
versus aisorder strength 1 in the case II for an elliPtic 
band fk . 

4.2 Low Temperature Properties 

At first let us consider a (T ). An expression of (15) 
at low temperatures k

8
T/J

0
«1 yields the relation 

a(T)=a0 (1-A
2

(k
8

T)2)+ 0(T 4 ), (20) 
where 
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A 2 =4a0 DI~ ~ Pk /(1-4a~/N L R:> ) 
k k k 

D = J dx x2 e x I ( e x + 1) 2 , 
0 

') a;;_l~-l /(1-23 ~ )~ P ... = a w (() =o k k 

0 a p .... (w) - 2 
R_, =-fdw--k--1 /(1-23~). 

k - aa a:ao k 
B 0_, = B -> ( T = 0). 

k k 
(21) 

In the case I R-. =0 while in the case II A 2 .... oo as 1 .... 1 c . 

From the definition of the isothermal susceptibility 
x (T) =Ja/aH and Eq. (20) it follows that 

x(T) = Xo +~X (kBT)2 + 0(T4), (22) 

where X o = aao /aH e and ~X =a( a 0 A2 )/ aBe . 
The so far o~tained T 2 - behaviour of a(T) and x (T) in 

disordered FM 
4

•
37

·
381 was attributed to Stoner excita

tions and is characteristic for weak band FM. According 
to the results of our model the same T2 -dependence 
should be observed for IUFM. The comparison with real 
systems requires, however,a more carefull analysis 
of the T -dependence in some experiments. 

A characteristic deviation from the T -dependence 
in crystalline systems is obtained as well for the spe
cific heat C(T), which is defined by 

Q(TI_ = a E(':Q_, E (T )= << J( » . (23) 
k 8 aT c 

The initial energy E(T) can be calculated by the exact 
formula1171 

E (T) ,., ...!_ ~ « S- i ~ S ~ » 
2 i i dt 1 c 

1 - + - - L < J .. < S. S. » -
4 ij 11 1 J c 

1 " J sz 1 ~ f s-s+ - - ..... < . . < . >> + -2 .:., < _I. < . . >> 4 ij 1J J c i 1 1 1 c (24) 

where we have set He o=O and ~Hi =0. For structure ave
raging one can use the equatiori of motion (5b). In LOA 
and for <Sf>-::::. a it results in the expressions 

1 Pit (w) {3w 
I: E = E 0 + - L f d cu w ( 1 + 2 a ) ---:::;-- / ( e + 1) , 

2 k 1-2B1t 

II: E =Eo+ a~ (duJ (2w+<B .. > J 0 (1-f .... 
_,· l!C k 
k 

p k (w) n-------. 
(1-2B .... )(ef3w +1) 

k 
(25) 
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where E o=-(118)NJ0 .The analysis of Eqs. (23) and (25) is 
not directly possible as some integrals diverge, i.e., 
E(T) ... oo. Neglecting , however, the unphysical long tails 
of the QDS (jwj <c<Jt ) the convergence of E(T) is ensured. 
Then a linear T -dependence C ~T)- y M T follows, mainly, 
as a consequence of the finite pI{ (w = 0). The contribution 
of C(T) proportional to pk ( w = 0) is given by 

C 1(T) P k (0) 
I: --- ,. 0 (1 +2 a ) ~ • kB T , 

k B O k (1 - 2 f3 ° ) 
I{ 

C 1 (T) PI{ (O) 
II: ---z4a0D~ ---

k B k (1- 2 B 0..,) 

(26) 

k 

Moreover further linear T -contributions exist which 
are all proportional to iJfil{ (<£)1 iJcv l<tl=O • e.g., due to the 
T2-dependence of a (T) and !3 k• (T).As the effect of these 
contributions is hard to estimate ( C(T)-C 1 (T) increases 
with u> t ). here we do not want to analyse further the 
C(T) -formula. 

We note that the obtained C(T)-behaviour of our model 
system is in common with the linear C(T) -law of a wide 

• 139 40/ class of disordered and amorphous systems · . for 
which several explanations are proposed 140 •4 1/_In micro
scopic approaches the common point of the explanation 
is the finite DS at uJ = 0. In our case the high concentra
tion of localized states at uJ = 0 plays an important role 
in producing a finite DS at <<J =0. To distinguish the mag
netic contribution y M from that one of the structural 
or electronic origin one can apply an external magnetic 
field which should switch off the magnetic contribution. 
In our model y M ... 0 if H f ... oo • 

4. 3. Finite Temperatures 

For some typical amorphous FM the magnetization 
shows a flattening in the temperature variation predicted 
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GITl/610 1 to 
0.8 

0.6 

O.t. 

0.2 

1.0 

0.2 O.L. 0.6 0.8 1.0 

- T/Tc 
Fig. 3. Reduced magnetization a(T)I a (0) in dependence 
of disorder strength in the case I for an elliPtic band rk .... 

as well by the MFA 121 . In Fig. 3 we present the results 
on a r (t) "' a (TIT c )I a 0 for the case I. This picture is si
milar to the MFA results 12 '. On the other hand, the 
flattening seems to be typical only for the case of fluc
tuating J i.i • as we have not found this behaviour of a /t) 
for the case II ( I'::; I'c - all curves nearly coincide within 
the accuracy of numerical calculations). 

In the ordered Heisenberg model the susceptibility 
shows a singular behaviour at 0::; T::; Tc if Hr -+ 0. It is 
therefore of interest to investigate the influence of dis
order on this singular behaviour. From formula (15) the 
zero field susceptibility follows as 

4a(O)IN ~ 3(!) 1(1-2fi.,. (0)) 2 

k--> k R 
X (T) "' ----------------------------

1-4a(O)IN ~ 3 ~)I (1 -2 B--> (0)) 2 

where 
k k k 

n(1) {3 I - {3w {3w 2 
u ... = d w p ... (w ) I e I ( e + 1 ) , 

k k Hf=O 

(2) 
I3.., = I dw 

k 

af)!t (w) I /Ce/3u) + 1). 
a H =0 a ~ 

(27) 

(28) 
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If a(O)dl ( T > T c or I~> r·c ) with (19) one gets 

1 -1 
X (T)=-4 !3(T)/(1/N '£ (1+ X (T)(1-f ... )) ). (29) 

it k 

It is easy to check that the denominator in (27) vanishes 
only as T ... Tc (~T) and x (T) from Eq. (29) diverges as 
r ... rc or T->Tc(:S.T). Expanding B<J)and Bit (0) up to 
an order of k2 • it can be shown that in the case II the 
nominator of (27) diverges for I~< l~c . In the case I such 
a divergence was not found, i.e., in this case randomness 
of 1 i.i prevents the singular behaviour at0_5 T < T c .on 
the other hand, also in the case II x (T) becomes finite 
at 0:;; T < T c if one uses the approximation leading to 
Eq. (18). That means the existence of localized states 
at w -=..0 seems to be the main reason why the singularity 
of x(T) at O_s T <Tc disappears. 

5. DISCUSSION 

5.1. On the Inhomogeneous Unsaturated 
Ferromagnetism 

The results of the simple model case (Sec. 4) indicate 
that localized states. in the disordered Heisenberg model 
(<Jij >c > 0) can prDvide a finite DS at w ~ 0 while the 
ferromagnetic like long range order (a> 0) will not be 
destroyed. On the other hand, this circumstance leads to 
the conjecture that a finite DS at w ::::_ 0 obtained within 
a RPA-LOA theory, i.e., 

p ( w < 0 ) "' .!.. Im ...lN '£ < G .. ( w - i 0 + ) > o • 
- 7T i 11 c 

can reflect the existence of localized states at w s 0 
with a macroscopic weight. Then the use of the AGF 
rather than the CGF would be required. 

Just such a behaviour of the DS was obtained within 
some RPA-LOA based on the coherent potential approxi
mations (CPA) 125- 28 ·42- 441 . Frequently, p ( 0J < 0) > 0 was 
connected with an instability of the ordered phase as 
only the CGF was used. Therefore it would be desirable 
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to reexamine these theories on the basis of the AGF. Let 
us discuss some examples. 

Applying a single bond CPA, some different kinds of 
Jij -distribution (only nearest-neighbour exchange) in 

the random bond Heisenberg model have been investi:r:a
ted 125- 28,43 1 . For discrete Jij -distribution 125- 28 • 4 1 

p ( w) spreads to w < 0 if the concentration of negative 
Jij ( <Jij >c >0) exceeds a critical value. The same effect is 
obtained for a rectangular Jij -distribution function126 • 28 ~ 
if the mean square fluctuations ~-=<(Jlj -< Jij >c) 2 ~/<Jifc 
becomes larger than A c::l.0128 ~ In two <1imens10ns apply
ing an external field II p the Gaussian distribution of Jij 
yileds gap states, with energies smaller than the Zeeman 
gap energy Hp as ~;;;;0.5 127:'However, in three dimensions 
(Hp,.,O) this distribution reveals a particular behaviour. 
Herep(w:::O)s 0 (Fig. 4) forA>~c::l.0 1281 . This p(w) 
enables furthermore a stable long range order a > 0 ob
tained by the CGF calculations1281 (see Sec. 5.2). Pro
bably, because of i) the smeared distribution function 
without critical long tails (as for the Lorentzian) and 
ii) the strong coupled DR and ODR, no localized states at 

Fig. 4. Density ojstates 
as a junction of energy 
according to 1 ~8 1 

• 

,..... 
3 ..... 
a., 

I 
a.s 

O.f 
- 1.2 -().1 

\. 
---

z 
.· /j -:1.0 

-
0.1 0.2 0.3 

·/J.I 

-o.z .· 

_ ___,..,_{,)=flu .?
1 
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w :S 0 with a macroscopic weight will appear in this three 
dimensional case. Contrary to that, the enhanced locali
zation tendency in lower dimensions 18 ·9• 22! could ex
plain the appearance of localized states at w~ Hr in two 
dimensions. 

Besides in the case where negative J ij are present 
in a substantial amount, also for some disordered alloy 
cases and for dilute ferromagnets p ( w ::;_0)> 0 was detected 
by a single site 1421 and a cluster CPA 1441. As for such 
systems any kind of localized states at w 5. 0 (connected 
with isolated spins as well with large but finite magnetic 
clusters) is really expected (see 127 ,44,451 ), the fact 
p(w_s0)>0 can indicate dense localized states at ws; 0. 

If one would use the AGF these CPA theories would not 
break down if the response spreads to negative w. For 
instance, within the theory of Harris et al./441 one could 
hope to avoid the unphysical singularity in T (x) at the 
concentration of non-magnetic atoms x-x* a~d for x>x* 

. to describe the infleunce of existing localized states 
on the thermodynamics quite correctly. 

Obviously, the used CPA versions can modify the 
results of the complicated interplay of coupled DR and 
ODR. As a single site and cluster CPA produce always 
only an effective band edge, i.e., cut up tails 18,9,181 , 
the appearance of p(w::;O)> 0 can essentially depend on 
the assumptions about the coherent potential or effective 
medium. For instance, in some theories for the alloy 
and dilute FM case 1461p(w:S0)> 0 it has not been found 
what may be caused by the special ansatz for the coherent 
potential which automatically satisfied that the complex 
coherent excitation energy wIt goes to zero if k .... 0 . 
This assumption was based on the Goldstone theorem 14 71. 
However, in our opinion such an approach projects out 
the influence of localized states at w 5. 0. Furthermore, 
the application of the Goldstone theorem in such a way 
calls forth an objection. Even if the total spin S ,. :£ S. 

-+ . I 
commutes with }{ and the eigenstates of s ca.n be 
characterized by k .o. it does not mean that }{ has 
a f ... 0 spin wave mode as an eigenstate. Because of the 
lack of translational symmetry k -vectors are no longer 
the actual quantum numbers. In dependence of the dis-
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order strength rather different ground states may exist 
and, accordingly, the low lying excitations are either 
complicated extended or localized states. The Goldstone 
theorem, for our knowledge so far proved only for trans
lational invariant systems, requires a gapless excitation 
spectrum if in the ground state the continuous symmetry 
of }{ was broken spontaneouslt. This statement, ho
wever, does not provide a direct assertion about the co
herent potential at k .... 0. 

5.2. On the Homogenized Unsaturated 
Ferromagnetism 

Let us return to the interesting case where J.. are 
randomly distributed according to a Gaussian distri\)ution 
function. The results of the single bond CPA 1281 for 
G i j (w) would lead to unphysical magnetization (a> 1 /2) 
using the AGF. On the other hand, the obtained states 
at w < 0 (Fig.4) yield a zero point reduction of a , i.e., 
a 0 <112, when applying the CGF. p(w,.O) ... o means cer
tainly that the states at w ~ 0 are extended ones which feel 
the three dimensional extension (analogously to spin 
waves in ordered systems: inonedimension -p(w .... O) .... oo; 
in two dimensions - p (w,. 0 ) /. 0, in three dimensions 
p(w-0) =0 ). The states at w< 0 with a spectral intensity 
C(w)-p (w)I(Jlw-1)~0 can be interpreted as in the case of 
ordered antiferromagnetism where the pure Neel-state 
is unstable against some spin wave excita tions1 17 ,18_1 Here 
for ~ > ~c , i.e., if the amount of negative Jij exceeds 
a critical value, the pure FM state is not further the ac
tual ground state. One particle spin excitations (magnons) 
stabilize now the ground state. Assuming that these mag
nons are extended excitations caused by a sufficiently large 
delocalization effect of the ODR in this case, it is pos
sible to explain the different results obtained by the CGF 
and the AGF in the sense of Sec. 3.2. We want therefore 
to call such a kind of ferromagnetic like order homoge
nized unsaturated FM (HUFM). 
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From the considered example in /28/ it follows that 
HUFM should result from a smooth Jij -distribution 
single peaked about Jij-<Jii >c. If we yet take into account 
correlations between neighbouring J ij and <Sf> relaxa
tions (Sec. 3.2) which both can enhance the delocalization 
tendency, the HUFM can certainly be observed in some 
amorphous transition metal-metalloids11 •3 •41 

Assuming the existence of the HUFM one can resolve 
a discrepancy concerning spin wave and magnetization 
measurements for amorphous ferromagnetic alloys13 •4 •48. 

Inelastic neutron scattering studies 1481 have permitted 
the spin wave dispersion relation w ,. ,. Dk 2 to be defined 
at small wave vectors. The discrep~ncy remains in that 
the "k ... o spin waves (within the usual spin wave theory) 
provide only about 70% of the densitr of magnon states 
necessary to explain a(T)-a0 (1-BT3 2 + ... ). Within the 
RPA-LOA theory for the HUFM a(T) is given by 

-1 a (T) = 1/2 ( 1 + 2 P) , (30) 

P : f dwp (w)/(e f3w -1), 

where p(w) has a form shown in Fig. 4. If we separate 
the zero temperature contribution, P can be rewritten 
as 

~ ~ f3w 
P- fdw(-p(-w))+fdw(p(w)-p(-w))l(e -1). (31) 

0 0 

As we have proposed that the states at w =- 0 are 
extended, these low lying excitations can be quite well 
characterized as k ... 0 spin waves (in an averaged sense). 
Their dispersion at w > 0 and w < 0 may be supposed 
as w:!;=D+k 2 + ... and wi =D-k 2 + ... respectively, while the 
dam~ing of these modes can be neglected for I{ ... 0. Thtn 
it is expected that for w ... o+p(w)-A+w112 and -p(-w)-.A-w ; 
where A± is proportional to (o± )-312 and to a specific 
weighing factor depending on concrete calculations. As 
the neutron scattering has indicated only one response for 
small k it is t«?_ be expected that either o+-o- or the 
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intensity of the w k -model is relative small (or damping 
large). On the other hand, according to Eqs. (30) and (31) 
both modes reduce the magnetization increasing tempera
ture. Consequently, the ordinary spin wave theory (p(w)-0 
for w::; 0), in which B -2.612 (k 8 I (477 o+ )) 31 1'a0 • could not 
explain the real situation. The remaining 30% of the ob
served B would then be caused by the already in the 
ground state existing extended magnons and not by loca
lized spin excitations as it was proposed in 1481. 

To our knowledge, only within the single bond CPA 
p ( w ~ 0) ~ 0 could be detected. Because of the crude 

approximation it will be necessary to check these re
sults using improved CPA versions. In this connection, 
it will be of interest to include the field dependence of 
iJ(w) which is believed to be important to understood 
the difference in neutron and NMR measurements 148 .49/. 

5.3. A Phase Diagram 

To complete our discussion, we want to summarize 
our results in one kind of phase diagram for amorphous 
ferromagnets (see the Table). The application of the 
CGF and the AGF in various cases of disordered Heisen
berg systems suggests that just three qualitatively dif
ferent forms of amorphous FM exist: i) the pure FM, 
ii) the unsaturated FM with a homogenized spin structure 
due to extended zero-point fluctuations (HUFM), and 
iii) the unsaturated FM with local or inhomogeneous spin 
structure and localized low lying excitations (IUFM). If the 
ferromagnetic order becomes unstable, only a complete 
random ordered phase (ROP) is possible. We note that 
it is of course difficult to set up sharp boundaries for 
any real systems, and a more complicated behaviour 
can be observed. Furthermore, with increasing disorder 
in a certain way transitions occur not only in the placed 
sequence: FM-HUFM-IUFM-ROP. One can as well ima
gine the following transitions: FM-IUFM-ROP and FM
HUFM-ROP. In the phase diagram we have also included 
some conjectures about that in which real systems each 
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phase is eventually realized. Obviously, the proof of such 
a phase diagram requires further theoretical investiga
tions as well as detailed experimental analysis. 
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